
To: The Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee
Attn: Ms Fiona Marshall

Secretary to the Aarhus Convention Compliance Committee

Re.: Compliance review of communication ACCC/C/2014/104 the Netherlands
Borssele nuclear power plant

Amsterdam, 20 May 2020

Dear Chair, dear members of the ACCC, dear Ms Marshall,

On 11 May 2020, the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs sent you an update concerning the efforts 
from the Netherlands to get into compliance with the findings from the ACCC concerning 
communication ACCC/C/2014/104. It introduces there the procedure to amend article 17, 
paragraph 4 of the Nuclear Energy Act and an internet consultation on this proposed amendment.

I hereby send you for your information an English translation of the viewpoints of Greenpeace 
Netherlands and WISE Nederland in that consultation. In our point of view, these show clearly that 
the efforts from the Netherlands to comply with the recommendations of the Committee in its 
findings are insufficient, as they fail to implement the obligation to secure public participation on 
environmental matters in all (nuclear) cases that would fall under the obligations of art. 6(10) of 
the Convention.
This aligns our fears expressed on 11 March 2020 during the open session of the ACCC.

We fear that by choosing the instrument of an obligatory Uniform Public Preparation Procedure 
(UOV) instead of a compulsory EIA, there will not be a guarantee that public participation will take 
place concerning environmental matters when all options are open and in a way in which the 
viewpoints from the public will be taken into due account.
We furthermore fear that the limited interpretation of the findings of the ACCC in this law 
amendment towards “changes in the design lifetime” of nuclear reactors will lead to a situation in 
which important reconsiderations and updates – indeed including ones that result in changes in 
the operation time of nuclear installations – will also in the future not be submitted to public 
participation on environmental matters, and/or that viewpoints to that respect will not be taken 
into due account.

By choosing this route, the Dutch authorities loose vital time in the preparation of the next crucial 
decision concerning the Borssele nuclear power plant that will influence its operation duration and
aspects of nuclear safety, i.e. aspects that influence potential emissions of radioactive substances: 
the upcoming once in 10 year safety evaluation. We fear that by proposing an insufficient legal 
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instrument, we as citizens will be forced once more to have to seek legal remedy over the same 
issues that the ACCC addressed in its findings in ACCC/C/2014/104. We fear that as a result, 
decisions concerning the next 10 years of operation of the Borssele nuclear power plant (from 
2023 to 2033) will still not be informed by public input concerning its potential environmental 
impacts.

We point to the fact, that the nuclear power plant Borssele already faced two license changes (in 
2015 and 2018) since the license change for Long Term Operation in 2013 that was the reason for 
our communication in 2014, and that none of these were preceded by a public participation 
procedure in which all information under art. 6(6) of the Convention was provided, and in which  
viewpoints from the public concerning the environment were taken into due account (all 
viewpoints given to that extent were dismissed as irrelevant), and hence that those two license 
changes were taken without being informed by the necessary public participation concerning the 
environment and in our view in non-compliance with the Convention. There is at this moment still 
one appeal against the 2018 license change pending at the Netherlands’ highest administrative 
court, the Raad van State. During both appeal procedures, the authorities have maintained that 
public participation on environmental matters in accordance with the provisions of art. 6(2) to 6(9) 
of the Convention was not needed, in spite of the findings of the ACCC in ACCC/C/2014/104.

For those reasons, we would like to argue that the steps taken by the Netherlands as stated in its 
letter do not help bringing the Netherlands into compliance with the Convention. They rather 
muddle the waters. Given the reluctance to solve the issue by including a compulsory EIA – also in 
line with the EU EIA Directive following the findings of the European Court of Justice in the case on 
the Belgian Doel 1 and 2 nuclear power stations, but by resorting to a procedure that does not 
explicitly include environmental matters, we fear an attempt to withhold our rights to participation
under the Convention also during upcoming reviews and decisions concerning the operation time 
and other reconsiderations and updates of the nuclear power station Borssele.

Sincerely,

Jan Haverkamp
jan.haverkamp@greenpeace.org 

In the name of:
Greenpeace Netherlands (communicant in ACCC/C/2014/104)
WISE Nederland
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